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Abstract 

This paper proposes a new adaptive error event control model for smart festival 

management running on situation-awareness environments by analyzing the window and 

attributes of the object error event. This paper presents the design of the adaptive error event 

control model for sharing control, which is running on RCSM (Reconfigurable Context 

Sensitive Middleware) for smart festival management. RCSM provides standardized 

communication protocols to interoperate an application with others under dynamically 

changing situations for the smart festival management. 

 

Keywords: adaptive error event control model, situation-awareness environments, smart 
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1. Introduction 

Currently, the regional local festivals, which are a part of community development 

projects that utilize the regional cultural resources of the local self-governing entities, 

contribute in the nurturing of local cultures. And, because of the advantages of festivals 

-- directly and indirectly -- in terms of their increasing the incomes of the local 

residents, raising the potential for regional development and being suitable for the 

acceptance by the dynamic forms of the modern tourism, lately these festivals have 

been utilized quite a lot. The smart festival management system is a management 

system that, for the various festivals that are operated by the local self-governing 

entities and agencies, enables a direct operation of all the process phases from the 

advance preparation phase to operation phase and the post management and the 

administrative tasks, etc. of the planning operational headquarters and agencies [1]. 

Context awareness (or context sensitivity) is an application software system’s ability to 

sense and analyze context from various sources; it lets application software take 

different actions adaptively in different contexts [2]. In a ubiquitous computing 

environment, computing anytime, anywhere, any devices, the concept of situation-aware  

middleware has played very important roles in matching user needs with available 
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computing   resources in transparent manner in dynamic environments [3 - 5]. Although 

the situation-aware middleware provides powerful analysis of dynamically changing 

situations in the ubiquitous computing environment by synthesizing multiple contexts 

and users’ actions, it is difficult to avoid a problem of the seam in the ubiquitous 

computing environment during data collection for smart festival management. This 

paper proposes a new adaptive error event control model based on situation-awareness 

environments such as RCSM (Reconfigurable Context-Sensitive Middleware) for smart 

festival management by analyzing the window and attributes of the object error event. 

RCSM provides an Object-based framework for supporting context-sensitive 

applications. It shows how all of RCSM’s components are layered inside a device. All 

of RCSM’s components are layered inside a device. However, it did not include an 

adaptive data control and platform for multimedia collaboration in the architecture. In 

the Context Toolkit, a predefined context is acquired and processed in context widgets 

and then reported to the application through application-initiated queries and callback 

functions. In this Reconfigurable Context-Sensitive Middleware(RCSM), Stephen S. 

Yau et al. [2] proposed a new approach in designing their middleware to directly trigger 

the appropriate actions in an application rather than have the application itself decide 

which method(or action) to activate based on context. Section 2 describes related 

works. Section 3 denotes an adaptive collaboration platform based on RCSM for 

festival event control. Section 4 present system results. Section 5 present conclusions.  

 

2. Related Works 

The field of fault-tolerant computing has evolved over the past twenty-five years [8]. In 

spite of this current trend, however, study on fault- tolerance of application software has not 

actually been enough. Generally, fault-tolerance system can be classified as software 

techniques, hardware techniques and composite techniques [9]. The tolerance of software 

faults is in most cases more difficult than dealing with hardware faults since most software-

fault mechanisms are not well understood and do not lend themselves readily to “nice” 

techniques such as error coding [10]. 

 

3.  RCSM 

 

3.1. RCSM 

A conceptual architecture of situation-aware middleware based on Reconfigurable 

Context-Sensitive Middleware (RCSM) is proposed in [2]. Ubiquitous applications require 

use of various contexts to adaptively communicate with each other across multiple network 

environments, such as mobile ad hoc networks, Internet, and mobile phone networks. 

However, existing context-aware techniques often become inadequate in these applications 

where combinations of multiple contexts and users’ actions need to be analyzed over a period 

of time. Situation-awareness in application software is considered as a desirable property to 

overcome this limitation. In addition to being context-sensitive, situation-aware applications 
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can respond to both current and historical relationships of specific contexts and device-

actions. 

However, it did not include an adaptive error event control and platform for multimedia 

collaboration in the architecture.  

 

 

Figure 1. Overview of Situation-Aware Middleware 
 

3.2   Collaboration Works based on RCSM for Festival Data 

DOORAE is made up of a distributed architecture for a collaborative multimedia distance 

education system and forms several levels according to service functions. DOORAE is a 

foundation technology for computer collaborative work that allows development of required 

application by combining many agents composed of units of functional module, provided by 

DOORAE, when user wishes to develop new application field. As it can be seen on Figure 2, 

DOORAE’s basic structure consists of DOORAE application program, DOORAE agents, 

operating system and communication subsystem. DOORAE agents are composed of SEMA 

and APMA. SEMA is a session management agent that appropriately control and manages 

session and opening / closing of sessions, even in the case of several sessions being generated 

at the same instant. APMA is an application management agent that handles request of 

application. SEMA consist of GSM, LSM, AMA, CRPA, ACCA, and COPA. APMA consist 

of MECA, INA, UIA, and APSA. AMA is an agent that has functions of application 

management. CRPA is an agent that has functions of managing formation control of 

DOORAE communication protocol. ACCA is an agent that has functions of managing floor 

control and concurrency control. COPA is an agent that has functions of providing 

participants same view. 
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Figure 2. DOORAE Platform based on RCSM for Festival Data 
 

3.3 Application for Festival Data Visitor Event Flow 

For a festival, based on the characteristics of the festival and in accordance with separation 

into a preparation phase, operation phase, post management and reporting phase, the 

requirements for each of the phases are defined and a management system is developed for -- 

in a logical order -- planning, design and development. For the requirements of the festival 

operation phase, what is needed are the assessment data needed for operation such as 

punctuality check, smoothness check, surveys, etc. and the management side requirements 

such as schedule reporting, visitor feedback, event management, risk management, visitor 

traffic flow trace, etc. During the festival operation, systems for the design and construction 

of festival site facilities and festival risk management are important requirements as well. For 

smooth feedback during the festival operation phase, the interoperability between the 

management that applied QRCode (Quick Response Code) and automatic visitor processing 

system is essential. The concept drawing for automatic visitor processing system is shown in 

Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3. An Example of QR Code and Automatic Visitor Event Flow for 
Festival Data 
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3.4   Error Event Flow of Application for Festival Data Visitor Event Flow 

As shown in Figure 4, you can see the message flows in relationship between FDRA (Fault 

Detection and Recovery Agent) and the application software for festival system. UIA is an 

agent which plays a role as an interface to interact between the user and FDRA for festival 

system. UIA is a module in FDRS. UIA has functions which receive user’s requirement and 

provide the results for the user.  SMA is an agent which plays a role in connection of UIA and 

FDRA and as management for the whole information for festival system. SMA consists of 

GSM (Global Session Manager), Daemon, LSM (Local Session Manager) and PSM 

(Participant Session Manager) for festival system. FDRA is an agent which plays a role in 

detecting error and recovering it for festival system. That is, FDRA becomes aware of error 

occurrence after it receives requirement of UIA. FDRA informs SMA of the results of 

detected errors for festival system. Also, FDRA activates application software for error event 

automatically. It informs SMA of the result again for festival system. 
 

 

Figure 4. An Error Detection Event Flow of Automatic Visitor Event Flow for 
Festival Data 

 

Step1. (Error detection for festival system): We are first in need of a method to detect an error 

for session’s recovery for festival system. One of the methods detects an error by using 

“hooking techniques in MS-windows API (Application program Interface)”. When an error 

occurs, a hook is a point in the Microsoft Windows message-handling mechanism where an 

application can install a subroutine to monitor the message traffic in the system and process 

certain types of message before they reach the target window procedure. Windows contains 

many different types of hook for festival system. 

Step2. (Error recovery for festival system):  After a system is detected, it processes recovery 

for festival system. Session management can create the sequence below and you can see the 

message flow in Figure 5.  

(1)  Create a session with initial configuration  information for festival system 

(2)  Request port ids for A/V servers to build-up a Local Session Manager for festival system 

(3)  Assign port ids for A/V servers of an application for festival system 

(4)  Invite to the session and build-up a session instance monitor for festival system 
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(5)  Send invited messages to start build-up of session instance monitor for festival system 

(6) Build-up Session Instance Monitor using the configuration information from LSM for 

festival system 

(7)  Send joint message to the Local Session Manager for festival system 

(8) Send session information to Global Session Manager for set-up of GSMT for festival 

system 

(9)  Begin a session for festival system 

(10) Exchange message or command between LSM and PSM and media data between media 

server based on interpretation of message handler for festival system 

 

 

Figure 5. An Error Recovery Event Flow of Automatic Visitor Event Flow for 
Festival Data 

 

4. Simulation Results  

To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, an error detection method was used 

to compare the performance of the proposed model against the conventional model by using 

DEVS formalism [11-15].  

(Simulation 1 for festival system) 

 In the first simulation, we have considered composition component as shown in Table 1 for 

festival system. The atomic models are EF, RA1, and ED1. The combination of atomic 

models makes a new coupled model. First, it receives input event, i.e., polling interval. The 

value is an input value in RA1. An output value is determined by the time related simulation 

process RA1. The output value can be an input value in ED1. An output value is determined 
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by the time related simulation process ED1. We can observe the result value through 

transducer for festival system.  

Table 1.  Atomic Model and State Variable for festival system 

Com-ponent State 

Variable 

Contents 

EF 

(genr) 

Poll_int Polling interval 

RA1 Ra_re_time 

App_cnt 

 

Ra_re_t_a 

Response time 

The number of  application program 

Accumulated response time 

ED1 Tat_t_a RA 

accumulated response time  

  

(Simulation 2 for festival system) 

In the second simulation, we have considered composition component as shown in Table 2 

for festival system. The atomic models are EF, RA2, and ED2. The combination of atomic 

models makes a new coupled model. First, it receives input event, i.e., polling interval. The 

value is an input value in RA2. An output value is determined by the time related simulation 

process RA2. The output value can be an input value in ED2. An output value is determined 

by the time related simulation process ED2. We can observe the result value through 

transducer for festival system. 

Table 2.  Atomic Model and State Variable for festival system  

Com-ponent State 

Variable 

Contents 

EF 

(genr) 

Poll_int polling interval 

RA2 Ra_re_time 

App_cnt 

 

Ra_re_t_a 

Response time 

The number of    application program 

Accumulated response time 

ED2 Tat_t_a RAaccumulated  

response time  

 

We can observe the following for festival system. The error detected time interval is as follows. 

Conventional method:  

2*Poll_int* App_ cnt 

Proposed method: 1*Poll_int 

Therefore, proposed method is more efficient than conventional method in error detected method 

because of App_cnt >= 1. We have compared the performance of the proposed method with 

conventional method for festival system.  

 

As shown in Table 1, conventional multimedia distance systems are Shastra, MERMAID, 

MMconf, and CECED. you can see the characteristic function of each system function for 

multimedia festival system.  
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Table 1. Function of Distance System for Festival Data 

Function Shastra MERMAID MMconf CECED 

OS UNIX UNIX UNIX UNIX 

Development 

Location 

Purdue 

Univ. 

USA 

NEC, 

JAPAN 

Cam- 

Bridge 

USA 

SRI, 

Inter- 

national 

Development 

Year 

1994 1990 1990 1993 

Structure Server 

/client 

Server 

/client 

Cent- 

ralized 

or 

Repli- 

cated 

Repli- 

cated 

Other Service based 

on RCSM    

No No No No 

Error Event Control 

for Festival Data 

No No No No 

 

5. Conclusions 

This paper proposed a new model adaptive error event control model based on situation-

awareness environments for smart festival management by analyzing the window and 

attributes of the object for error event. As a result, it offers a seamless view without 

interfering with concurrency control is also suggested for smart festival management. In the 

future work, fault-tolerance system for smart festival management will be generalized to be 

used in any environment, and we will progress the study of domino effect for distributed 

multimedia environment as an example of situation-aware applications for smart festival 

management.  
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